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WHAT IS A BRAND?



BRANDING The art and science of influencing perception about a
person, place, product, service or organization. 
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The visible elements of a brand (such as colors, design,
logotype, name, symbol) that together identify and
distinguish the brand in the consumers' mind.
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BRAND PROMISE A brand promise is a value or experience a company's
customers can expect to receive every time they
interact with that company. 
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BRAND STORY
A brand story is a cohesive narrative that encompasses the facts and
feelings that are created by your brand (or business, if you prefer).
Unlike traditional advertising, which is about showing and telling
about your brand, a story must inspire an emotional reaction
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BRAND STRATEGY Brand strategy is a long-term plan for the
development of a successful brand in order to achieve
specific goals. 









Brand Attributes 

Brand Value

Brand X Factor or Onlyness 
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COMPONENTS OF OUR BRAND STRATEGY

Brand Identity

Logo, Mark & Tagline (Truth)

Design Considerations



 

SOUTHERN OREGON IS HOME TO UNRIVALED SPORT DIVERSITY 











TRAVEL MEDFORD

SPORTGROUND
BRAND GUIDE



We are the sport hub of the West inviting you to come and play.

Medford celebrates sport by rekindling the love of the game, however you define it. There are

many places one can go to play a tournament, run a trail or hit a ball, but Medford is the place to

come for those seeking more. More athletic facilities. More outdoor adventures. More sunny days.

More things to do on your down time. Medford returns play to sport.

Medford is the place where the West Coast comes for sport. We emphasize the joy in sport. You

can compete in sports anywhere, but come to Medford and truly play… on and off the field. If

Oregon’s middle name is “play” then Medford’s is “ground.” And, because we are a little rogue, we

flip this on it’s head. “Sport” is played here making us the West’s SportGround: a unique proposition

that asks to be explored. SportGround is the central location from which visitors can access all

forms of play, all year long. World-class facilities and whitewater runs, endless trail systems,

country roads, and more—it all comes together to make Medford one of the biggest playgrounds

on the West Coast.
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THE LOGO 

Energy radiating from the sport epicenter, Medford, the sport hub of

the west. Symbolized by the shape of Oregon. Grounded by typography

that shows maturity and establishes trust.



The radiating Oregon mark can be used as a design element. It can be implemented as and anchor to a page in a presentation, can be used
to mask out action or used as a layer highlighting the action. The circle from the Oregon mark can also be used to add interest and draw
attention.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS / OREGON MARK

PAGE ANCHOR

LAYER IN THE 
ACTION

MASKING OUT THE
ACTION

CIRCLE THE 
ACTION



When creating single page communications. Utilize a border to match “SportGround” logo. Keep the “SportGround”

logo in the upper 1/3 of the page and anchor the page with the “Travel Medford” logo in white over the solid color. By

placing it in a box that matches the border, we add strength and continuity to the new brand. Layering

color/type/element will add interest and help to define the look of the new brand.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS / ADS + POSTERS




